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Hypnos – the Greek God of sleep.

Hypnos, the fifth generation, family-run British company, 

has been manufacturing luxury handmade beds using 

traditional, time-honoured methods for over 100 years, 

and is renowned around the world as the expert in 

making handcrafted deep pocket spring beds. Combining 

traditional skills with constant innovation, and using only 

the finest natural materials, Hypnos has a reputation 

for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

Hypnos places the elements of quality and comfort 

above all else, with each bed individually made by master 

craftsmen and supported by a 10 year warranty. A Royal 

Warrant from Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II reinforces 

Hypnos’s reputation for service excellence and the very 

best in British quality. Indeed, Hypnos doesn’t just make  

beds for the home, Hypnos beds can also be found around  

the world in the finest palaces, estates and hotels.

 

 

We spend around a third of our lives sleeping. The quality 

of our sleep directly influences how we feel during 

our waking hours. Deep, uninterrupted sleep not only 

rejuvenates the body and the mind, helping to improve 

daytime alertness and performance, but also positively 

improves our health and wellbeing. Hypnos prides 

itself on its insight into sleep, and in using this unique 

knowledge to design and make the most beautiful and 

comfortable beds in the world. 
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Every design detail of the Heritage Collection has been 

carefully considered, providing the ultimate choice of  

beds and the optimum combination of individual comfort 

and total body support for a truly heavenly night’s sleep.

Recognising that everyone has individual needs and 

preferences – comfort, design and style – and that 

everyone is unique – weight, size and age – the Heritage 

Collection embraces all of these values allowing beds  

to be individually tailored to you, your space and decor. 

Each mattress is inspirationally designed, upholstered  

by hand using the most exquisite Belgian Damask fabric, 

with unique elegant designs, tailored with the finest 

hand-made wool tufts and traditional side-stitching.

Whilst each bed has been designed to offer different 

levels of comfort and support, all mattresses can be 

turned with both sides containing sumptuous layers of 

soft, natural fillings, providing double the luxury, double 

the comfort, double the longevity and double the value.
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Elite
The Elite contains over 2,800 ReActive pocket springs in a Kingsize bed set, 

with the mattress containing over 1,800 pocket springs. This truly luxurious 

feel is enhanced with four layers of sumptuously-soft fillings and the very 

finest Belgian Damask fabric, providing hours and hours of comfortable  

and rejuvenating sleep.

  Mattress border has three rows of genuine hand  

side stitching for additional edge-to-edge support

  Upholstered with sumptuous layers of luxurious hair, 

finest cashmere, a cushion of memory foam and non 

allergenic white fibre, then traditionally hand tufted  

for long lasting comfort and support

  Matched with a softly-supportive pocket spring divan

  Choice of regular, softer and firmer comfort levels

  A personal design statement – Headboards and  

divans can be upholstered in a range of matching 

colours and textures to match any interior and create  

a stunning bedroom centrepiece

Illustrated on these pages is the 180 x 200cm Hypnos Heritage Elite mattress 

on deep pocket sprung divans. The Edge headboard and divans are finished  

in Blueberry upholstered fabric. 
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Superbe
The Superbe contains over 2,630 ReActive pocket springs 

in a Kingsize bed set, with the mattress containing over 

1,630 pocket springs. Craftsmen upholster the bed by 

hand using exquisite Belgian Damask to provide a  

silky-soft sleep surface. The result, sublime comfort and  

a guaranteed deep, supportive and revitalising slumber.
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  Mattress border has three rows of genuine hand side stitching for 

additional edge-to-edge support

  Upholstered with sumptuous layers of luxury cotton, soft lambs wool, 

finest cashmere, silk and non allergenic white fibre, then traditionally 

hand tufted for long lasting comfort and support

  Matched with a softly-supportive pocket spring divan

  Choice of regular, softer and firmer comfort levels

  A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can be  

upholstered in a range of matching colours and textures to match  

any interior and create a stunning bedroom centrepiece

Illustrated on these pages is the 150 x 200cm Hypnos Heritage Superbe  

mattress on deep pocket sprung divans. The Elegance headboard and 

divans are finished in Cranberry upholstered fabric. 



Supreme
The Supreme contains over 2,440 ReActive pocket springs in a Kingsize bed set,  

with the mattress containing over 1,440 pocket springs. Each mattress is hand 

crafted and tailored with the finest hand-made wool tufts and 3 rows of 

genuine hand side-stitching for additional edge-to-edge support, providing  

a wonderfully relaxing night’s sleep, and a refreshing start to the day.

Illustrated on these pages is the 150 x 200cm Hypnos Heritage Supreme  

mattress on deep pocket sprung divans. The Edge headboard and divans  

are finished in Barley upholstered fabric. 
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  Mattress border has three rows of genuine hand side 

stitching for additional edge-to-edge support

  Upholstered with sumptuous layers of luxury  

cotton, soft lambs wool, finest cashmere, a cushion  

of memory foam and non allergenic white fibre,  

then traditionally hand tufted for long lasting  

comfort and support

  Matched with a softly-supportive pocket spring divan

  Choice of regular, softer and firmer comfort levels

  A personal design statement – Headboards and  

divans can be upholstered in a range of matching  

colours and textures to match any interior and create  

a stunning bedroom centrepiece







  Mattress border has two rows of genuine hand side 

stitching for additional edge-to-edge support

  Upholstered with sumptuous layers of luxury cotton,  

soft lambs wool, non allergenic white fibre and a luxury 

topping of silk, then traditionally hand tufted for long 

lasting comfort and support

  Matched with a softly-supportive pocket spring divan

  Choice of regular, softer and firmer comfort levels

   A personal design statement – Headboards and divans 

can be upholstered in a range of matching colours and 

textures to match any interior and create a stunning 

bedroom centrepiece 

Illustrated on these pages is the 150 x 200cm Hypnos Heritage Premiere  

mattress on matching deep pocket sprung divans. The Edge headboard  

is finished in Elia 25 from the Hypnos headboard collection.
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Premiere
The Premiere contains over 2,330 ReActive pocket springs in a Kingsize bed 

set, with the mattress containing over 1,330 pocket springs. Our craftsmen’s 

attention to detail is backed by a 10 year quality warranty, and a reputation 

for making the most comfortable beds in the world.



Classic
The Classic contains over 2,250 ReActive pocket 

springs in a Kingsize bed set, with the mattress 

containing over 1,250 pocket springs. Our 

craftsmen will upholster and hand finish the 

divan and headboard in your choice of fabric to 

create a beautiful and sumptuous sleep sanctuary, 

and a truly personal and striking contemporary 

design statement for your bedroom.

  Mattress border has two rows of genuine hand side stitching for additional  

edge-to-edge support

  Upholstered with sumptuous layers of luxury cotton, soft lambs wool  

and non allergenic white fibre, then traditionally hand tufted for long  

lasting comfort and support

  Matched with a softly-supportive pocket spring divan

  Choice of regular, softer and firmer comfort levels

  A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can be upholstered  

in a range of matching colours and textures to match any interior and create  

a stunning bedroom centrepiece

Illustrated on these pages is the 150 x 200cm Hypnos Heritage Classic 

mattress on deep pocket sprung divans. The Eve headboard and divans 

are finished in Coffee upholstered fabric. 
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Excel
The Excel Kingsize mattress contains over 1,180 

individually wrapped ReActive pocket springs. 

Each pocket spring acts independently, moulding 

to your full body shape, providing contoured 

support and ensuring that you and your partner 

enjoy a perfect night’s sleep.

Illustrated on these pages is the 150 x 200cm Hypnos Heritage 

Excel mattress on deep pocket sprung divans. The Elegance 

headboard and divans are finished in Cream Faux Suede. 
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  Mattress border has two rows of side stitching for additional 

edge-to-edge support

  Upholstered with sumptuous layers of luxury cotton, lambs 

wool and non allergenic white fibre, then traditionally hand 

tufted for long lasting comfort and support

  Matched with a supportive open coil sprung divan

  Available in regular tension

  A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can be 

upholstered in a range of matching colours and textures to match 

any interior and create a stunning bedroom centrepiece



Deluxe

  Mattress border has two rows of side stitching for additional 

edge-to-edge support

  Upholstered with sumptuous layers of luxury cotton, lambs 

wool and non allergenic white fibre, then traditionally hand 

tufted for long lasting comfort and support

  Matched with a supportive open coil sprung divan

  Available in regular tension

  A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can be 

upholstered in a range of matching colours and textures to 

match any interior and create a stunning bedroom centrepiece

Illustrated on these pages is the  

150 x 200cm Hypnos Heritage  

Deluxe mattress on deep standard 

divans. The Eve headboard and divans 

are finished in Chocolate Faux Suede. 
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The Deluxe Kingsize mattress contains over 1,000 

individually wrapped ReActive pocket springs.  

With a choice of beautiful divan and headboard 

fabrics in a range of colours and textures, as well as 

a choice of drawers, the Deluxe bed not only offers 

outstanding comfort every night, but is stunning, 

practical and very desirable.





Our extensive experience in pocket spring technology has produced many 

combinations of spring geometry. Defining new levels of individual comfort,  

your choice of spring tension ensures your personal level of support. 

The Heritage Collection offers a breadth of comfort and support levels to 

suit your personal preference. Our guidleines are:

The right detail
Bed Sizes

Our standard bed sizes are: 

Single 90cm x 190cm (3’ 0” x 6’ 3”)

Independence 120cm x 190cm (4’ 0” x 6’ 3”)

Double 135cm x 190cm (4’ 6” x 6’ 3”)

Kingsize 150cm x 200cm (5’ 0” x 6’ 6”)

Super Kingsize 180cm x 200cm (6’ 0” x 6’ 6”)
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Up to 12 stone (76kg) Softer spring tension 

Between 12 and 16 stone (76 to 101kg) Regular spring tension

Above 16 stone (101kg)  Firmer spring tension

  Please enquire about the production of bespoke beds 

and any non-standard sizes which we can make tailored 

to suit your specific requirements.

“ Remember, disturbance by your partner is one of  

the most common causes cited for a lack of sleep.  

Real luxury and great sleep normally start off with  

a big bed. If you sleep on your own choose our 4ft  

Independence size for a truly comfortable experience.”

Specifications Elite  Superbe Supreme Premiere Classic Excel Deluxe

Pocket spring count: 
total (mattress/divan)

 Single 1574 (1013/561) 1497 (936/561) 1343 (782/561) 1320 (759/561) 1261 (700/561) 595 (595/–) 561 (561/–)

 Independence 2159 (1377/782) 2069 (1287/782) 1870 (1088/782) 1772 (990/782) 1727 (945/782) 875 (875/–) 759 (759/–)

 Double 2423 (1539/884) 2327 (1443/884) 2108 (1224/884) 2006 (1122/884) 1969 (1085/884) 980 (980/–) 858 (858/–)

 Kingsize 2800 (1800/1000) 2634 (1634/1000) 2440 (1440/1000) 2358 (1358/1000) 2258 (1258/1000) 1184 (1184/–) 1024 (1024/–)

 Super Kingsize 3355 (2165/1190) 3199 (2009/1190) 2918 (1728/1190) 2800 (1610/1190) 2707 (1517/1190) 1443 (1443/–) 1225 (1225/–)

Spring tension Regular, softer and firmer Regular, softer and firmer Regular, softer and firmer Regular, softer and firmer Regular, softer and firmer Regular Regular

Comfort layers Luxurious hair Luxury cotton Luxury cotton Luxury cotton Luxury cotton Luxury cotton Luxury cotton 
  Finest cashmere Soft lambs wool Soft lambs wool Soft lambs wool Soft lambs wool Lambs wool Lambs wool 
  Memory foam Finest cashmere Finest cashmere Non allergenic white fibre Non allergenic white fibre Non allergenic white fibre Non allergenic white fibre 
  Non allergenic white fibre Silk Memory foam Luxury topping of silk 
   Non allergenic white fibre Non allergenic white fibre

Border support 3 rows of genuine 3 rows of genuine 3 rows of genuine 2 rows of genuine 2 rows of genuine 2 rows of 2 rows of 
  hand side stitching hand side stitching hand side stitching hand side stitching hand side stitching side stitching side stitching

Fabric finish Finest Belgian Damask Finest Belgian Damask Finest Belgian Damask Finest Belgian Damask Finest Belgian Damask Finest Belgian Damask Finest Belgian Damask

Turning recommendations Seasonal turn Seasonal turn Seasonal turn Seasonal turn Seasonal turn Seasonal turn Seasonal turn

Divan spring system Pocket spring system Pocket spring system Pocket spring system Pocket spring system Pocket spring system Open coil spring system Open coil spring system



The finishing touches
Choose your Divan and Headboard Fabrics

The finishing touches provide added luxury, enabling the creation of a truly personal and striking contemporary 

design statement for the bedroom. There is a diverse mix of stunning headboard designs and finishes to suit any 

room – see separate headboard catalogue for a wide choice of styles. Headboards and divans can be upholstered 

in a range of matching, modern colours and textures – the complete range of fabric swatches are available from 

our stockists. Divans are also available in the same Damask  

fabric to match the mattress.
Cream Faux Suede Chocolate Faux Suede

BarleyBlueberry

CoffeeCranberry
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4 side drawers 2 Continental and 
2 side drawers

2 side drawers 2 side drawers 
single

Choose your Storage Options

Our divan bases can include drawers in various configurations  

to accommodate your personal needs and your room.
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The finishing touches
ReActive Pillows

Building on many years of expertise in pocket spring 

technology Hypnos has developed a revolutionary 

pocket spring pillow. The Hypnos ReActive Pillow 

consists of over 40 individual pocket springs wrapped 

in a layer of memory foam. It actively supports your 

head in the optimum position to help keep your spine 

straighter during sleep, regardless of how much you 

move in the night.

Unlike conventional pillows that need to be ‘fluffed’  

up to regain their original feeling and comfort, the 

pocket spring construction allows Hypnos ReActive 

Pillows to instantly spring back into shape.

Zip and Link

Because comfort is a matter of personal choice, there can be no ‘right‘  

or ‘wrong’ solutions. We have the best of both worlds. The Heritage  

Zip and Link facility enables different spring tensions to suit the 

preferences of each sleeping partner and offers the added ability to  

split a double bed into two singles when needed.



Our Showrooms

The Hypnos showrooms, in Princes Risborough, are open 6 days a week. We would welcome 

the opportunity to discuss your requirements and show you our extensive range of beds, 

including the Regency Collection, our most luxurious bed range, and our Orthos Support 

Collection specifically designed to provide a firmer, supportive feel. 
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10 Year Warranty Registration
All Hypnos beds come with a 10 year quality warranty for the ultimate peace of mind.

By registering your warranty with Hypnos, you not only gain the ultimate confidence that  

any concerns with the quality of workmanship or materials will be resolved efficiently and 

quickly, but you will also receive additional information within a welcome pack, covering 

cleaning, care and turning advice, as well as special offers for you, your family and friends  

– a warranty registration card comes with your bed.

Our Stockists
Our stockists are established businesses with a pedigree for bed retailing and friendly, 

knowledgeable staff. 

They have many years experience in helping customers identify the right bed, with the right 

level of comfort and support to meet their individual needs. Details of our stockists can be 

found on www.hypnosbeds.com
When you have finished with  
this brochure please recycle it.



Hypnos Limited

Princes Risborough   |   Buckinghamshire  HP27 9DN   |   England

T: 01844 348200   |   F: 01844 346112   |   E: info@hypnosbeds.com   |   www.hypnosbeds.com


